
 

POLYLACK WOOD BIANCO AQUA 
 

  TECHNICAL DATA SHEET 
 

 

Description: water soluble, intumescent paint with vinyl acetate dispersion base 

Field of application: fire protection and fire retardant of interior construction timber and wooden 

structures (e.g. roofing frameworks, frameworks of chalets). It enables the 

inclusion of flammable timber in the category of not readily flammable 

materials with a higher resistance to fire. Recommended mainly for surfaces 

without moisture, dampness and mechanical stress, e.g. abrasion. With white 

coating.  

The product may not be used for the timber of toys, beehives, growth rooms 

and greenhouses and objects directly contacting food.  

In outdoor places exposed to condensation and driving rain the surface 

treated with Polylack Wood Bianco shall be protected with a paint 

recommended for outdoor use.  

Fire class: B-s2, d0  

Technical data  

Color: white  

Non-volatile material content: 67 ± 2 mass % 

 

Density: 1.25 ± 0.06 g/cm
3
 

 

Material requirement: 0.3 kg/m
2
 

 

Drying: average drying time at 20ºC: dust dry -1 hour, fully dry - 24 hours 

  
                               

Surface preparation: the timber surface must be free of dust and other impurities  

- can be applied on surfaces treated with stain or thin-layered glaze  

- a ufa tu e ’s opi io  is e ui ed in case of use on surfaces treated, 

lacquered or painted earlier  

Processing: after stirring the paint shall be applied etwee  +  ºC a d + 0 ºC  

- with ush o  olle  i  two laye s with at least  hou s’ d yi g ti e etween 

the layers 

- By spraying in a single layer in the required amount  



processing under + °C is not recommended! 

Thinner: the paint is ready for use, but may be diluted with 1-3% water if necessary 

(e.g. in case of air compressor paint spraying, or materials with previously 

opened packages)  

Storage: in original factory packaging 1 year from the date of manufacture, stored 

etwee  +  a d +  °C 

 

Packaging: 20 kg plastic bucket 

 

 

 

Additional information: further information relating to the processing of the product is included in 

the Work Instruction. 

 

 

 

Valid licenses: ÉME A-381/2005 
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